Entrance to class 10 minutes after start time is
not permitted. Please keep our studios clutter
free by leaving personal effects and phones in
the locker rooms. Namaste!

MANAGING TEACHER: Kristi McNeil
Kristi.McNeil@pureyoga.com

PURE WEST
NEW YORK

SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE: Dec 2, 2013 - Dec 8, 2013
204 W. 77th St. New York NY 10024

MONDAY
6:00 - 7:00

Hot Power Yoga (Open)
Lisa Anzelmo

TUESDAY
6:00 - 7:00

WEDNESDAY

Hot Power Yoga (Open) 6:00 - 7:00
Kate Kuss

Hot Power Yoga (Open)
Gabi Casanas

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
6:00 - 7:00

Hot Power Yoga (Open) 6:00 - 7:00
Rebecca Hajek

Hot Power Yoga (Open)
Kate Kuss

SUNDAY

SATURDAY
8:30 - 9:30

Hot Slow Flow (2)
Sonja Rzepski

8:00 - 11:00 Ashtanga Open Practice
Scott Harig

6:00 - 10:00 Ashtanga Open Practice 6:00 - 10:00 Ashtanga Open Practice 6:00 - 10:00 Ashtanga Open Practice 6:00 - 10:00 Ashtanga Open Practice 6:00 - 10:00 Ashtanga Open Practice 9:00 - 10:15 Iyengar (1/2)
Scott Harig
Scott Harig
Scott Harig
Scott Harig
Scott Harig
Adam Vitolo

9:15 - 10:15 Hot PowerYoga (2)
Kristi McNeill

9:15 - 10:15 Hot Power Yoga (2/3)
Melini Jesudason

7:15 - 8:15

9:30 - 10:30 Vinyasa (2)
Kat Fowler

9:30 - 10:30 Vinyasa (2)
Lisa Anzelmo
10:45 - 12:15 Alignment Basics
Jon Witt

7:00 - 8:00

Meditation (Open)
Yogi Charu

7:15 - 8:15

9:15 - 10:15 Hot PowerYoga (2)
Kay Kay Clivio

8:00 - 9:00

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Jackie Simon

9:15 - 10:15 Hot PowerYoga (2)
Kay Kay Clivio

9:30 - 10:45 Vinyasa (2/3)
Lisa Anzelmo

9:45 - 10:45 Power Yoga Sculpt -- Hot 10:45 - 11:45 Basics (1)
Stephanie Ervin Carey
Andrea Borrero

10:45 - 12:00 Iyengar (1/2)
Adam Vitolo

9:15 - 10:15 Hot Power Yoga (2/3)
Domenic Savino

9:30 - 10:45 Vinyasa (2)
Isaac Pena

10:30 - 11:30 Slow Flow (2)
Karen Nourizadeh

11:00 - 12:00 Hot PowerYoga (2)
Danya Merson

11:00 - 12:30 Yin/Yang (1)
Kay Kay Clivio

9:30 - 10:30 Vinyasa (2)
Kiley Holliday

10:45 - 12:00 Iyengar (2)
Adam Vitolo

10:30 - 12:00 Slow Flow Meditation
(1/2)
Mary Aranas

10:30 - 11:30 Classical Hatha (Open)
Shakti

11:15 - 12:45 Prema Vinyasa (2)
Dana Slamp

10:45 - 12:15 Alignment Basics
Jon Witt

11:00 - 12:30 Yin/Yang (1)
Mary Aranas

Vinyasa (1/2)
Jon Witt

Vinyasa (1/2)
Sonja Rzepski

8:00 - 9:00

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Lisa Anzelmo

9:30 - 11:00 Ashtanga (2/3)
Rebecca Hajek

11:00 - 12:00 Hot PowerYoga (2)
Rebecca Hajek
11:00 1:00

PURE West Anniversary
Class!!!
Pure Staff

11:30 - 12:45 Power Vinyasa (2)
Cancelled Today
11:45 - 12:15 Meditation (Open)
Shakti
12:00 - 1:00 Vinyasa (2/3)
Philip Askew

12:15 - 1:30 Anusara (1/2)
Julia Pearring

12:15 - 1:15 Vinyasa (2)
Pam Reece

12:15 - 1:30 Anusara (1/2)
Julia Pearring

12:15 - 1:30 Basics - Anusara
Tara Dhyani

12:30 - 1:45 Slow Flow
Sonja Rzepski

1:00 - 2:30

Vinyasa (2)
Eddie Teboul

12:15 - 1:15 Vinyasa (2)
Pam Reece

12:30 - 1:30 Hot Power Lunch Hour
(2)
Kristi McNeill

12:30 - 1:30 Hot Power Lunch Hour
(2)
Kay Kay Clivio

12:30 - 1:30 Hot Power Lunch Hour
(2)
Kristi McNeill

12:30 - 1:30 Hot Power Lunch Hour
Kay Kay Clivio

1:30 - 2:30

CC: Hot Power level 2
Alice Hazen

3:00 - 4:00

CC: Vinyasa (Open)
Yumiko Mikanagi

2:00 - 3:15

12:45 - 2:00 Vinyasa (2)
Gabi Casanas

Vinyasa (2)
Matt Lombardo

3:15 - 4:15

12:45 - 2:00 Iyengar (2)
Sarah Perron

2:00 - 3:30

2:00 - 3:15

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Marko Galjasevic

5:00 - 6:00

Slow Flow Yoga (1/2)
Jessica Caplan

12:45 - 2:00 Iyengar (1/2)
Sarah Perron
4:15 - 5:15

4:30 - 5:30

Forrest Inspired Vinyasa
(2)
Erica Mather
Hot PowerYoga (2)
Kristi McNeill

Vinyasa (2)
Jessica Caplan

2:30 - 3:30 CC: Alignment Basics
(Open)
Lissa Larkin
4:15 - 5:15

Vinyasa (2)
Pam Reece

4:30 - 5:30

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Gabi Casanas

2:30 - 3:30

4:15 - 5:15

Forrest Inspired Vinyasa 4:15 - 5:30
Erica Mather

CC: Yin
Clare Lim

2:30 - 3:30

Vinyasa (2/3)
Mila Borrero

Basics (1)
Jon Witt

3:45 - 4:45

4:30 - 5:30

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Kiley Holliday

Vinyasa (2)
Laura Brandel

3:30 - 4:30

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Loren Bassett

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Serena Tom

4:30 - 5:30

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Andrea Borrero

3:45 - 5:00

Yin/Yang (1/2)
Tara Dhyani

4:30 - 6:00

Vinyasa (2/3)
Ariel Karass

5:00 - 6:00

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Juan Gamboa

5:00 - 6:00

Slow Flow Yoga (1/2)
Jessica Caplan

5:30 - 6:00

Meditation (Open)
Yogi Charu

5:00 - 6:00

6:00 - 7:00

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Scott Harig

6:00 - 7:00

Classical Hatha (Open)
Yogi Charu

6:00 - 7:00

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Kay Kay Clivio

6:00 - 7:00 Forrest Inspired Vinyasa
(1/2)
Erica Mather
6:00 - 7:00

6:00 - 7:15

Vinyasa (2/3)
Isaac Pena

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Kiley Holliday

6:15 - 7:15

7:15 - 8:45

Vinyasa (2)
Danya Merson

Hot Power Yoga (Open)
Eddie Teboul

6:15 - 7:30

7:15 - 8:45

Iyengar (2)
Adam Vitolo

Vinyasa (2/3)
Philip Askew

7:15 - 8:15

7:30 - 8:30

Hot Slow Flow (1/2)
Karen Nourizadeh

Hot Ki Power Vinyasa
(2/3)
Isauro Fernandez

8:15 - 9:15

Restorative (Open)
Laura Wootton

7:15 - 8:45

6:00 - 7:00 Forrest Inspired Vinyasa
(1/2)
Erica Mather
6:15 - 7:30

Vinyasa (2/3)
Philip Askew

6:15 - 7:15

Hot Slow Flow
Jessica Caplan

7:15 - 8:15

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Dana Slamp

8:00 - 9:00

Slow Flow (2)
Tara Dhyani

8:00 - 9:00

Basics (1)
Jessica Caplan

Vinyasa (2)
Kay Kay Clivio

Slow Flow Yoga (1/2)
Dana Slamp

4:30 - 5:30

5:30 - 6:00

Meditation (Open)
Yogi Charu

5:00 - 6:00

Slow Flow Yoga (1/2)
Tara Dhyani

6:00 - 7:00

Classical Hatha (Open)
Yogi Charu

6:00 - 7:00

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Scott Harig

5:30 - 6:30

Hot Power Basics (1)
Cancelled Today

6:00 - 7:15

Vinyasa (2/3)
Tanya Boulton

6:30 - 8:00

Kundalini (Open)
Siri Sat Kaur

6:15 - 7:15

Restorative (Open)
Cancelled Today

6:00 - 7:00

Hot PowerYoga (2)
Loren Bassett

6:30 - 7:45

Vinyasa (2)
Tanya Boulton

6:15 - 7:45

Vinyasa (2/3)
Cancelled Today

7:05 - 8:05

Basics (1)
Jon Witt

7:15 - 8:45

Vinyasa (2)
Eddie Teboul

7:30 - 8:30

Prema Vinyasa (2/3)
Dana Slamp

Hot Slow Flow (1/2)
Tanya Boulton

7:30 - 8:15

8:00 - 9:00

Slow Flow (2)
Karen Nourizadeh

Yoga Nidra
Yogi Charu

8:15 - 9:15

8:00 - 9:00

Basics (1)
Stephanie Ervin Carey

Restorative (Open)
Alexa Silvaggio

LEVEL
OPEN
All Levels Welcome

PURE WEST
204 W. 77th St.
New York, NY 10024
212-877-2025

1
Introductory level for beginners, those who want to revisit basics or those coming back from injury, childbirth or illness. These classes introduce the basic principles of breath and alignment, and key postures (also known as asanas). Poses
are broken down and taught step by step.
2
An open level class for students interested in taking techniques towards mastery, play and challenge. Students should have knowledge of basic poses, breathing techniques as well as core and alignment principles. This student knows the
basic etiquette of practice: timely arrival and silent
3
Classes for Yogis comfortable with flowing beyond the mechanics of more complex asanas and variations, including full wheel, inversions, balancing poses, and pranayama or breath-work techniques. This Yogi knows their own body and
honors its limitations.
1/2
A beginner to intermediate level for those whom are working towards open level classes, or for those whom simply desire a slower, more contemplative approach to their practice.
2/3
Open level to advanced class.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
ALIGNMENT BASICS
This therapeutic class is designed to develop ease, healthy alignment, and
body awareness. Props and mindful adjustments in posture are used to aid
body awareness and focus. It’s yoga without the “om.”
ANUSARA (1/2)
A system of hatha yoga that is heart-oriented, spiritually inspiring and yet
grounded in a deep knowledge of outer and inner body alignment. Anusara
integrates three key areas of practice: attitude, alignment and action. It is an allinclusive yoga in

HOT POWER BASICS (1)
This is a beginner level power yoga class taught in a room heated to 100
degrees. The heat will provide for a detoxifying sweat while you flow through
postures that are suitable for beginners who want a challenging class in the
heated room with emphasis o
HOT POWER LUNCH HOUR
This is a open level power yoga class taught in a room heated to 100 degrees.
The heat will provide for a detoxifying sweat while you flow through an athletic
and dynamic sequence of postures.

ASHTANGA (2/3)
The classical form of power yoga as taught in its traditional sequence.
Combines power and flexibility with movement, bandhas and breath to produce
an energetic and detoxifying practice.

HOT POWER LUNCH HOUR (2)
This is a open level power yoga class taught in a room heated to 100 degrees.
The heat will provide for a detoxifying sweat while you flow through an athletic
and dynamic sequence of postures.

ASHTANGA OPEN PRACTICE
Ashtanga Open Practice refers to the way Ashtanga Yoga is traditionally taught
in its home city of Mysore, India. This program is one of Pure&rsquo;s unique
and specialized offerings.Each student is taught individually; given a one-onone lesson within a group class. This individual approach means Ashtanga
Open Practice classes are a perfect fit for new and longtime practitioners. Each
and every student is guided and supported in an ongoing program that offers
an incredible array of strength, flexibility, and flow resulting in a practice that
detoxifies, balances, and strengthens both body and mind.Each student is
encouraged to memorize the breathing/movement sequence and develop an
independent yet insightfully supported practice.

HOT POWER YOGA (2/3)
This is an advanced level power yoga class taught in a room heated to 100
degrees. The heat will provide for a detoxifying sweat while you flow through an
athletic and dynamic sequence of postures.

BASICS - ANUSARA
A system of hatha yoga that is heart-oriented, spiritually inspiring and yet
grounded in a deep knowledge of outer and inner body alignment. Anusara
integrates three key areas of practice: attitude, alignment and action. It is an allinclusive yoga in
BASICS (1)
An iyengar inspired introduction to the fundamentals of yoga with an
explanation of the postures combined with correct breathing techniques. Class
is conducted at a more relaxed pace where students are encouraged to ask
questions. Ideal for first timers
CC: ALIGNMENT BASICS (OPEN)
Deepen your practice in this iyengar inspried, alignment driven class that will
fine tune your asana technique. Props and the rope wall may be utilized based
upon class theme. Taught by a studying instructor
CC: VINYASA (OPEN)
Vinyasa is characterized by flowing poses and sequences that are linked to the
breath. This class is diverse and sequencing will vary with instructor. This class
is part of a 12-week series taught by a recent PURE Yoga graduate.
CLASSICAL HATHA (OPEN)
This class explores the traditional asanas (or "poses") of yoga, with basic to
challenging options offered. Calming breathing techniques and the meditative
aspect of the practice may be featured.
FORREST INSPIRED VINYASA
Forrest Yoga is inspiring yoga method that engages the core through strong
abdominal exercises and builds flexibility, intelligence and strength. Forrest
Yoga uses heat, deep breathing and vigorous sequences to awaken the
senses.
FORREST INSPIRED VINYASA (1/2)
Forrest Yoga is inspiring yoga method that engages the core through strong
abdominal exercises and builds flexibility, intelligence and strength. Forrest

HOT POWER YOGA (OPEN)
This is an open level power yoga class taught in a room heated to 100 degrees.
The heat will provide for a detoxifying sweat while you flow through an athletic
and dynamic sequence of postures.
HOT POWERYOGA (2)
This is a power yoga class taught in a room heated to 100 degrees. The heat
will provide for a detoxifying sweat while you flow through an athletic and
dynamic sequence of postures.
HOT SLOW FLOW (1/2)
Held in warm room, flow through ashtanga-like sequences to encourage deep
muscle tissue stretching and release.Warmly heated room to encourage
opening of muscles.Temperature of room ranges around 80+degrees.Great
way for athletes to cross-train.Focus on Safety and Alignment of each asana
while holding poses 5-7 breaths to encourage deep stretching and
opening.Learn benefits of each asana and pose sequences you can travel with
to keep your muscles open while away from home.
HOT SLOW FLOW (2)
Held in warm room, flow through creative sequences to encourage deep
muscle tissue stretching and release. Temperature of room ranges around 100
+degrees. Great way for athletes to cross-train. Focus on Safety and Alignment
of each asana while holding poses 5-7 breaths to encourage deep stretching
and opening. Learn benefits of each asana and pose sequences you can travel
with to keep your muscles open while away from home.
IYENGAR (1/2)
Based on the principles of B.K.S. Iyengar, this class emphasizes attention to
detail and precise alignment of postures. Poses are held longer and the use of
props is encouraged to modify poses, if needed.
IYENGAR (2)
Based on the principles of B.K.S. Iyengar, this class emphasizes attention to
detail and precise alignment of postures. Poses are held longer and the use of
props is encouraged to modify poses, if needed.
KUNDALINI (OPEN)
Kundalini Yoga uses movement, sound current, breath & meditation to relax &
heal your mind and body, allowing the spirit to flow freely. This powerful and
effective form of Yoga, as taught by Yogi Bhajan, Ph.D., is a great way to
recharge & heal your body

POWER YOGA SCULPT -- HOT
Condition your body and build long, lean muscles through a challenging and
innovative sequence of exercises blending intervals of core training, yoga,
isometrics and resistance work.
PREMA VINYASA (2)
This vigorous vinyasa flow class links the challenges of the practice to
challenges off the mat. Specific alignment for advanced postures like inversions
and arm balances is offered. Philosophy, live music, and meditation may be
explored so that the whole person - body, mind, connections, and soul - feels
open and balanced. Prema = Love.
PREMA VINYASA (2/3)
This vigorous vinyasa flow class links the challenges of the practice to
challenges off the mat. Specific alignment for advanced postures like inversions
and arm balances is offered. Philosophy, live music, and meditation may be
explored so that the whole person - body, mind, connections, and soul - feels
open and balanced. Prema = Love.
PURE WEST ANNIVERSARY CLASS!!!
Come Flow with Scott, Kay Kay, Dana, Kiley, Jon Witt, Loren Bassett and finish
it off with Yoga Nidra led by Yogi Charu
RESTORATIVE (OPEN)
Restorative yoga is a deeply relaxing way of practicing yoga. Given props, the
student achieves poses without much muscular strength, facilitating deep
release in the connective tissue and calming the nervous system. Teachers
may offer a meditative focus
SLOW FLOW
Take it slow with this gentle, but deep approach to Vinyasa yoga. This practice
links poses to breath to reveal body awareness, inner strength, and opening.
SLOW FLOW (2)
Take it slow with this gentle, but deep approach to Vinyasa yoga. This practice
links poses to breath to reveal body awareness, inner strength, and easeful
opening.
SLOW FLOW MEDITATION (1/2)
Take it slow with this gentle, but deep approach to Vinyasa yoga. This practice
links poses to breath to reveal body awareness, inner strength, and easeful
opening. The later part of class includes a guided meditation for the ultimate
yoga experience.
SLOW FLOW YOGA (1/2)
Take it slow with this gentle, but deep approach to Vinyasa yoga. This practice
links poses to breath to reveal body awareness, inner strength, and easeful
opening.
VINYASA (2)
Vinyasa is characterized by flowing poses and sequences that are linked to the
breath. This class is diverse and sequencing will vary with instructor philosophy
and in general is a vigorous, more athletic approach to yoga.
VINYASA (2/3)
Vinyasa is characterized by flowing poses and sequences that are linked to the
breath. This class is diverse and sequencing will vary with instructor philosophy
and in general is a vigorous, more athletic approach to yoga.
YIN/YANG (1)
This class begins with a fiery Yang(Vinyasa) practice to build heat in the body.
This heat prepares the body to then melt deeply into 30 minutes of Yin yoga
(restorative, deep release).
YIN/YANG (1/2)

Yoga uses heat, deep breathing and vigorous sequences to awaken the
senses.
FORREST INSPIRED VINYASA (2)
Forrest Yoga is inspiring yoga method that engages the core through strong
abdominal exercises and builds flexibility, intelligence and strength. Forrest
Yoga uses heat, deep breathing and vigorous sequences to awaken the
senses.
HOT KI POWER VINYASA (2/3)
Harness and tap into your "ki", your life force, with this Zen based vigorous
meditative flow that combines the grace and focus of the martial arts, the core
strength and conditioning of power vinyasa and the healing touch of Thai
massage. Fueled with

MEDITATION (OPEN)
Group meditation classes offer students of all levels a chance to integrate
conscious relaxation into their practice and to learn a variety of accessible
meditation techniques.
POWER VINYASA (2)
Power Vinyasa is a challenging yet accesible vinyasa class. Vinyasa links
breath to movement to get the heart rate going and challenge the student in
balance, innovation, and technique.

This class begins with a fiery Yang(Vinyasa) practice to build heat in the body.
This heat prepares the body to then melt deeply into 30 minutes of Yin yoga
(restorative, deep release).
YOGA NIDRA
Yoga Nidra (Psychic sleeping) – Yoga Nidra is the art of conscious relaxation. It
is a powerful practice where the body and mind are liberated from their
tensions and anxiety. One learns how to put the body into sleep while the mind
remains fully awake. The brain wave drops into the theta state where deep
levels of healing takes place on the emotional, mental, and physical planes.

